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Abstract 

 The voyages the mind takes during sleep are fascinating, 

intensely personal, and unique. These sleep adventures in the 

form of dreams confuse, alarm, preoccupy, amuse or 

enlighten the dreamer. Man has two states of awareness in 

which the thought-activity or the process of knowing takes place 

– One is external perception and the other is internal perception. 

External perception is generally accepted as being derived 

through the five sense organs namely olfactory, gustatory, 

auditory, visual and tactual. Hence, it has been termed jāgrat, 

meaning nidrākṣaya, i.e., diminution of sleep. Under the second 

variety, namely the internal perception falls the svapna, the 

dreaming state, wherein the knowledge of the waking state is 

visualised as images, with only the mind to aid the cognition. 

The concept of duùsvapna was very much dreaded by the Vedic 

seers; they considered them as highly inauspicious and as seen 

earlier; prayed to varieties of Gods for protection against bad 

dreams and their evil consequences. These duùsvapnas were 

considered inauspicious due to their effects and unknown future. 

   

 Beginning from the Vedic literature the dreams have been 

associated with good or bad fortune. A testimony to this belief is 

found in Śaṇkara's commentary in Brahma Sūtras1, wherein he 

remarks that, “those who have studied the Svapnādhyāya declare 

that to see oneself riding on an elephant and the like is auspicious 

and to see oneself in a chariot drawn by asses is unlucky''. 
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 Smṛtis and other Dharmaśastra texts give guidance and help 

people lead a valuable social and personal life on the path laid 

down by the Vedas. In the course of the discussions, descriptions of 

portents and omens for divining the future course are also found.   

 The Smṛtis held the opinion which had already been accepted 

in the Vedas that though there was no conscious effort on the part 

of the dreamer, who has the visuals in the dream, still the dream is 

a manifestation of manaspāpa. Hence the dreamer had to exercise 

perfect control over his thoughts and in case of any prohibited act 

he had to perform expiation.  

 

(i) Manusmåti :  

 Manu specifically mentions expiation to deal with an 

involuntary nocturnal emission of semen during dream and calls 

for an act of expiation which is as discreet as it is simple Manusmṛti 

(II.181): 

Following Manu, Smṛtikāras such as Vasiṣṭa2 , Gautama3  Devala too 

prescribe expiation for the spilling of semen during the day or in 

dream in the night. Devala prescribes sixteen counts of prāṇayāma 

as prāyaścitta for this involuntary act4 : 

 For this reason too he ordains the brahmacāris to refrain from 

sleep during day time5  : 
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(ii) Portent in Devalasmåti : 

 Devalasmṛti makes clear even at the outset of the section on 

Ariṣṭas, that these portents have been given in accordance with the 

school of Yoga as well as by the principles of Āyurveda 6. It 

proceeds to give a list of portents visualized in the dream which 

would materialize in a year and gradually to those which would 

result immediately. In this connection, Devala talks about various 

visions in dream which would certainly indicate the death of the 

dreamer on a time scale, depending on the intensity of the visual. 

Dreaming of urine, faces in golden or silver hue indicate the death 

of the dreamer in nine months; being led by terrible monkey in a 

chariot in the southern direction portends approach of death to the 

dreamer; if the dreamer is led towards the southern direction by a 

dark lady singing and in black attire, the dreamer shall  not live for 

long; feeling the heavy smell of dead body or blackening of one's 

teeth  portends death in twelve days (Devalasmṛti, p. 316) : 

If a person dreams of being struck by weapons or stones, he 

will live only for six months (Devalasmṛti, p. 329): 

 Devala also adds that, seeing the bhasma (ashes) fire, hair, dried 

river and snakes in the dream, results in the death of the dreamer 

within the duration of ten  days (Devalasmṛti, p. 329) : 
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(iii) Vīramitrodaya on portent : 

 The digest, V¤ramitrodaya lists the same ten prognostic visuals 

as given by Aitareya Āraṇyaka7during the start of the king's 

expedition. To ward off the evil effects of these dreams, it 

prescribes the repetitive recitation of the hymn “adya no deva savita''. 

He adds kalka-snäna, tila homa and listening to the Gajendra-mokṣa 

episode also to the list of prāyaścittas8 . 

 Vīramitrodaya also gives a list of time duration in which good 

dream would fructify. In the process it also quotes from 

Viṣṇudharmottara Purāṇa and Agni Purāṇa. 

 

(iv) Dream as Symbols : 

 P.V. Kane in his History of Dharmaśāstra 9  says that, "Various 

modes were employed to divine the future, viz., the position of 

planets and stars, individual horoscope, flight and cries of birds 

like Khaṃjana and crow, natural phenomena like eclipses and 

meteors, dreams, voices of animals''. It to quite difficult to list out 

all the lucky and unlucky dreams as they are innumerable.  

An account of dreams listed in the major digests is given 

here: 

Ācāramayukha 
Dharma- 
sindhu 

Vīramit-
rodaya 

Śaunaka
-kārikā 

Effect  

Crossing the river, ocean; 

flying in the sky; seeing 

constellation of moon and 

other planets, climbing on 

the peak or mansions; 

-do-  

 

– 

 

 

– 

Fulfillment 

of desire 

Drinking liquor and eating 

meat; smearing worms and 

anointing with blood; eating 
curd rice, dressed in white 

clothes; bedecked with 

precious ornaments  

-do-  

– 

 

– 

Accomplish

ment of 

desires 
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Appearance of God, 

Brahmins and king 

with all paraphernalia, lady 
of luster with ornaments; 

Appearan

ce of king 

(without 
paraphern

alia) 

 

 

– 

 

 

– 

Attainment 

of wealth. 

Ascending the bull, 

mountain ; climbing the top 
of trees (fruit bearing) ; 

seeing mirror, garlands  

 

 
-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Acquisition 

of wealth, 
freed from 

disease.  

Ascending the ant-hill, 
neem tree, kimśuka tree, 

yūpastamba 

 
-do- 

 
– 

– Illness, grief  

Oil, cotton, oil-cake, Iron-
ore 

-do- – – Disaster. 

On seeing marriage, 

ceremony, wearing red 

clothes, red garland.  

 

-do- 

  

-do- 

Disaster. 

Time of dream: 

Dreamt in the first quarter 

of night.  

-do-  

– 

-do- Fruition will 

be in the 

span of a 

year.  

Dreamt in the second 

quarter 

-do-  

– 

 

– 

Within eight 

months. 

 

Dreamt in the third quarter -do-  

– 

 

– 

Within three 

months.  

Dreamt in the fourth quarter -do-  
– 

 
– 

Within a 
months time. 

At dawn -do-  

– 

 

– 

Within ten 

days. 

Dreamt at the grazing time 

of the cows 

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Immediate 

fruition. 

Characteristics of auspicious dream 

On seeing any of these- 

elephant, king, horse, gold, 
bull, cow. 

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Family 

prospers. 

Ascending on cow, bull and 

elephant, peak or the 

mountain, mansion, tree, 
dead person. 

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

 Acquisition 

of wealth 

A lone climber on a tree 

bearing fruits  

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Acquisition 

of wealth 
quickly. 

Seeing himself standing in 

the water and bitten by 
serpent, water louse   

White 

serpent 
(attainme

 

– 

 

– 

Indicates 

success, 
wealth 
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nt of 

money) 

Ascending the peak, 

mansion, crossing the 

ocean, oneself drinking the 

pāyasa in a lotus-leaf.  

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Indicates the 

attainment of 

kingdom. 

Seeing a mare, hen, krauñcī   

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Attainment 

of beautiful 

wife. 

Being fettered in iron chairs  (indicates 

birth of 

male 

issue and 
immediat

e 

attainmen

t of 

wealth) 

 

– 

 

– 

indicates 

wealth 

Being seated in the chair, 

sleeping couch, transport, 

house, body, blazing fire 

(awakened at the moment)  

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Attainment 

of wealth 

from all 

quarters 

Seeing the constellation of 

sun and moon,  

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

relieved 

from the 

diseases and 
attainment of 

wealth 

Drinking liquor or blood  
-do- 

 
– 

 
– 

Knowledge, 
wealth 

Embracing a woman clad in 

white garments anointed in 
white unguents  

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

seeing such 

will result in 
benefit 

On seeing sandals, shoe, 

sharp edged sword. 

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

attains 

wealth. 

On ascending a chariot 

yoked with bull. 

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

benefits in 

immediate 

wealth. 

On obtaining curd and ghee 

and drinking of curd, in a 

house represents (king of 

province), in city represents 
(king of small city)   

Covered 

in 

visceral 

in a city 
(attainme

nt of 

kingdom) 

 

– 

 

– 

Bestowed 

with wealth 

and fame, 

On consuming the ghee 
-do- – – 

Distress, 
grief 

On eating the human meat    Attainment 
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or fawn;  -do- – – of hundred 

gold coins  

Eating the head portion of 

meat  

On 

consumin

g the leg 

portion of 

human-
meat 

(indicates 

the gain 

of 

hundred ) 

 

– 

 

– 

Attainment 

of kingdom 

or 1000 

coins 

Drinking the fresh milk with 

foam 

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

attainment          

of soma and 

abount 
happiness  

On seeing wheat,  -do- – – wealth 

On seeing yava  -do- – – yagna 

On seeing mustard seeds  

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

success 

On seeing betel leaves, 

camphor, agarum sandal, 

white flowers. 

 

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Wealth or 

goddess 

Laksmi 

All the white objects  

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Mark of 

auspiciousne

ss excluding 

cotton, curd, 
rice and ash. 

All the black objects  

-do- 

 

– 

 

– 

Mark of 

inauspicious
ness 

excluding 

cow, 

elephant, 

gods, 
Brahmins, 

horse. 

Characteristics of Ill effects 

Seeing the Sun and Moon 

without its brightness 

-do- – -do- Indicates 

illness to the 

dreamer 

Falling of stars, meteors -do- – -do- Dreamer 

attains death 

and grief.  

On seeing the flowers of 

Aśoka, karavīra, Palāśa 

-do- – -do- Dreamer 

attains grief  
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Crossing the ocean by boat Crossing 

the ocean 

– -do- Indicates the 

banishment 

of dreamer 

Embracing a woman clad in 

red clothes  

-do- – -do- Indicates 

death 

Anointment of oily 

substances, oil, ghee, milk 

etc 

Anointme

nt of ghee 

and oil 

– -do- Results in 

ailments 

Falling of hairs, tooth  -do- – -do- Loss of 

wealth and 

son 

Ascending the camel, 
buffalo, boar, yoked in a 

chariot and alone rider  

-do- – -do- Results in 
immediate 

death 

Deformed ear, nose, hand, 
organs and immersed 

oneself in mire.  

-do- – -do- death 

 From the analysis of dream from various perspectives through 

the Smṛti and digest texts, one may observe that the passages and 

treatment of svapna is found to be elusive; that is, the Smṛtikāras 

wanted to avoid duùsvapnas due to its unpredictable nature. 

Moreover the dreams as treated purely as portents and Sm ṛtis 

indulged in elaborate description of contents of the dream only to 

prescribe various expiations related to them. 
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